Data are presented on the latest dipole prototypes to update the operational parameters possible for ISA-BELLE. This data base will constantly expand until the start of construction of the storage rings. The data will include field quality, stray field magnitudes, quench temperature and propagation times, protection capabilities singly and in multiple units, maximum central fields obtained and training behavior. Performance of the dipoles versus temperature and mode of refrigeration will be discussed. The single layer cosine i turns distribution coils' parameters are better than those required for the operation of the 200 X 200 GeV version of ISABELLE. The double layer prototype has exceeded the magnetic field performance and two dimensional quality of field needed for the 400 X 400 GeV version of ISABELLE.
INTRODUCTION
minor design changes have occurred between MK II, III, IV, V and VI which have lead to reduced B effects, faster quench front propagation, higher end field quality (integral), and better training performance. Table I lists all of the current dipole magnets (excluding the Nb3Sn dipoles) and the important parameters.
As noted, each series of dipoles (usually a pair) are designed to specifically eliminate an undesired characteristic of the preceding without losing any of its strong points.
QUENCH PERFORMANCE
The training and ultimate strand performance of each set of magnets that have been obtained to date is given in Table I. HARMONICS At the conclusion of the "1975" ISABELLE Sumner Study at Brookhaven, the magnet study group made several specific recommendations that could implement and expedite machine construction and still minimize the technical unknowns.1 The working group had made some specific recommendations which could be divided into two groups, the first group predicated on the possibility that machine construction was eminent and the second, those to be explored assuming a longer time interval before start of construction. This paper is a report of the present status in both groups of recommendations as far as the dipoles are concerned.
A pair of dipoles previously tested individually are presently being run in series with a full scale quadrupole2 comprising the first subunit of the machine with which series quench and systems operations may be studied. 
CONCLUSIONS
The remaining questions that need to be answered as far as the dipoles for the "ISABELLE" ring are concerned have to do with systems operation and its interaction with the refrigeration system and operation within beam optics tolerances. Improvements in the dipole magnets will probably evolve higher metal densities or packing fractions, higher turns densities, and better superconductor strand performance. The double layer structure will evolve into a more homogeneous structure enabling higher fields and field quality. Figure 5 is a photograph of the half-cell under construction as the first basic machine subunit. 
